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Abstract
Lot of research work has been done on cluster based mining on relational databases. K-means is
a basic algorithm, which is used in many of them. The main drawback of k-means is that it does
not give a high precision rate and results are affected by random initialization of cluster
centroids. It may produce empty clusters depending on the initial centroids, which reduce the
performance of the system. In this paper, we have proposed an Improved K-means algorithm,
which improve data clustering by removing empty clusters. Further, it improves the
computational time of the algorithm by reusing stored information of previous iterations. The
results obtained from our experiments show improvement in accuracy, precision rate and
efficiency of the algorithm. The complexity of the algorithm is also reduced from O(nlk) to
O(nk).
Keywords: K-means algorithms, efficient enhanced k-means algorithm, m-k means

1. Introduction
The activity of shifting through huge files and databases to discover useful, non-obvious and
often unexpected trends and relationships is called Data mining [1]. It helps to find patterns
among the data, using predictive methods such as classification, clustering or regression analysis.
The goals of data mining can be summarized in terms of two types of activities: discovery of new
patterns and verification of a user’s hypothesis about patterns. Data mining have two basic
components - cases and feature. A case is a specific event, commonly represented as a record
and feature is a particular measurement on the data, also called attributes [2]. Data mining can be
performed by many ways, like: predicative modeling, clustering, data summarization and
dependency modeling etc.
Clustering divides the data-objects into different groups or components. This phenomenon is
used by data mining process to manage a huge or large data-set [3,4] according to similar
attributes or features.
A general definition of clustering is, to group the similar featured data-objects into one cluster
and dissimilar in other one. The meaning of similar feature is represented by the minimum
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Euclidean distance between data-object and cluster centroid. Clustering can be done by various
methods like: Partitioning method, Hierarchical method, Grid-based method, Density- based
method and Model–Based method etc.
Clustering algorithm follows some important necessities [5,6,19], like:
1. Data collected for clustering process, should be in uniform manner.
2. Clustering Algorithm should be able to handle diverse types of feature.
3. Distribution of data clusters should be such that data objects in one cluster should
be similar (related) to one other and dissimilar from the data objects in other cluster.
4. Clustering algorithm should be able to remove all noise and outliers from data sets.
We treat empty cluster as outliers and proposed improved k-means algorithm that
remove outliers (empty clusters).
1.1 K-Means
K- Means is the first clustering algorithm which is proposed by James MacQueen in 1967,
though the idea goes back to 1957[7, 8]. It uses greedy approach to cluster data which may result
in a non optimal solution. It groups the data-objects into different predefined number of clusters
(k), according to minimum Euclidean Distance between data- objects and cluster centroids. The
phenomenon of K-Means [7, 8] is depicted in below:
Inputs: (i) Ck is the set of points that belong to cluster k
(ii) Group of Data-objects to be clustered
(iii) Number of clusters (k)

Output: Clusters of the data-object.
Step 1: Randomly select initial cluster centroids value from C1 to Ck.
Step 2: Repeat step 3 to 5.
Step 3: Calculate Euclidean distance for each data-objects between cluster centroids.
Step 4: Assign each data-object to the nearest cluster centroid.
Step 5: Recalculate the cluster centroids of each cluster.
Step 6: Until, to get convergence criterion.
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1.2 Limitations of K-means algorithm
Following limitations of k-means algorithms are identified.[9,10,11,12]K-means is an expensive algorithm and takes more computational time to cluster the dataobjects. Its complexity is O(nlk), where n is total number of data-objects, l represent the number
of iteration and k is total number of cluster. This algorithm is sensitive to the selection of initial
centroids, which heavily affects the quality of resulting clusters and fails to get optimal solution.
Basic k-means [3] and efficient k-Means [13] affect the performance of the algorithm by
producing empty clusters.
One of the main reasons for this problem is bad initialization of centroids. Because, if all clusters
are having same centroids, the Euclidean distance computed for each data-object comes out to be
the same. Therefore according to K-means and efficient k-mean algorithm all data-objects
become part of single cluster and other clusters remain empty which produces anomalous
behavior of the system [12]. Although this problem can be solved by repeating the initialization
until the removable of empty cluster, but re-initialization takes too much time and reduces
performance.
To overcome this problem, we proposed a refinement technique to eliminate the generation of
empty clusters. Our proposed method produced better results as that of efficient k- means with
minimum proportion of time (O(nk)). It has superior performance in terms of precision rate,
computational speed and complexity.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 1 briefs about existing K-Means clustering
algorithm, Section 2 discusses related work and section 3 presents improved K-Means algorithm.
We demonstrate experimental results and compression with efficient enhanced k-means
algorithm in section 4. Finally paper is concluded in section 5.

2. Literature Review
Research for clustering in the various techniques started in the beginning of 1990s. In this
section, we review some of the improved clustering algorithms over the basic k-means algorithm.
Malay K. pakhira [12] proposed a modified version of k-means. Centroids are treated as a dataobject and successfully avoid the generation of empty clusters. But semantically, it is equivalent
to basic k- means algorithm in complexity O(nlk) and have same convergence rate. Our approach
is better from this modified version of k-means in respect for computational speed and time
complexity O(nk).
In this approach, Fahim A.M.,Salem A.M.,Torkey F.A.,Ramadan M.A., [13] presented a new
way to reduce the number of iterations by storing the previous iteration data in a simple data
structure. If initial cenroids assortment is done randomly. It suffered for optimum solution of the
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problem because the generation of empty clusters. This drawback is reduced in our approach by
treating cluster centroid also as a data-object to avoid empty cluster.
An algorithm is proposed by Rajeev Kumar, using min-heap and red black tree [14], which
produced better performance as compared to basic k-means. This algorithm used two types of
data-structure for storing data-objects which increased the space complexity. But our proposed
algorithm uses only one type of data-structure to store the data-object and also has better
computational speed.
A systematic method is proposed by Fang Yuan [15] to find out the initial centriods with the
consistent distribution of data. This approach is good in terms of accuracy as compared to kmeans algorithm. None of the improvement is done with respect to time complexity and
accuracy. Both these issues are addressed in our approach.
Neha Aggarwal & Kirti Aggarwal [16] presented the way to find the initial centroids for the kmeans and it produced same outcome by using mid-point based K-means algorithms. This
algorithm tried to remove few limitations of k-means. These results closely depend on the
selection of initial centroids which causes it to converge at local optimum. But suffered for poor
computational speed and produce empty cluster
A semi- supervised k-means algorithm is proposed by Xue Sun [17] by using global optimization
techniques. A voting rule is used to guide the cluster labeling in data –sets. This is better than kmeans and improves the quality the cluster efficiently and provides an optimum solution of the
problem. But number of clusters is pre-defined in the algorithm which may lead to empty
clusters in the end of the process. The solution of this problem is provided in our approach with
better computational speed and time complexity.

3.

Improved K-Means Algorithm

The approach followed by us makes K-means algorithm more effective and efficient by
removing the first limitation i.e. to reduce the number of iterations by using previous iteration
data for clustering the data-objects. In K-Means algorithm, Euclidean distance between all dataobjects and centroids are recomputed in each iteration and all the data-objects are redistributed
into the nearest cluster. This process involves overhead in terms of the computational time of the
algorithm. To overcome this problem, in phase 1, we stored previously computed iteration data
for next iteration, in a multi-dimensional array. Through Backtracking method, previous iteration
data is used in next iteration which reduces the computational time of the algorithm. Each
iteration process, the nearest cluster distance with cluster number is stored in cluster-id[i]. In next
iteration, we calculate the Euclidean distance from the previous nearest cluster. In phase 2, The
data-object stays in its previous cluster, if the new Euclidean distance is less or equal from the
previous distance. In this case, there is no need to calculate its Euclidean distance from the
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remaining cluster centroids. In this process, we only calculate the Euclidean distance to (k-1)
cluster centroid and computational time is reduced.
After data-objects assignment, we need to calculate the new centroids for each cluster. This can
be done by calculating the mean of all data-objects within the same cluster. Centroid is also
treated as a data- object in this process. This removes the generation of empty clusters and
improves the rate of convergence of the algorithm.
This algorithm is divided into two phases.

Phase 1: Initial assignment of Data objects to its closest cluster
Input: n= total number of data-Objects., k= number of clusters., xi= ith
Data- objects

Output:Cluster-id= number of the closest centroid, Euclidendis=Euclidean
distance to the closest centroid, mj(new) =New Centroids.

Begin
1.
For i = 1 to n
2.
For j = 1 to k
Compute squared Euclidean distance d2(xi, mj(new) );
End
Find the closest centroid mj(new) to xi;
mj(new) = mj(old) +xi; nj(new) = nj(old) +1;
MSE = MSE + d2(xi, mj(new) );
Cluster-id[i] = number of the closest centroid;
Euclidendis[i] = Euclidean distance to the closest centroid;
End
3.

For j = 1 to k
mj(new) = mj(new) / nj(new);

End
4. End
As we know, n and k is total number of data – objects in data set and number of clusters
respectively. Our purpose is to group all data- objects into different clusters based on similar
features or attributes. From step 2 , the function calculate the Euclidean distance for each data
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objects xi from all cluster centroids k and calculate the closest cluster centroids j from each dataobjects. So that data- objects are grouped in clusters on the basis of minimum distance. And then,
we analyze the total number of data-objects n in cluster j and centroids is also treated as a dataobject and update the total number of data-objects in one cluster. The information of closest
cluster and closest Euclidean distance are kept in Cluster-id[i] and Euclidendis[i] respectively.
This is important part of our proposed idea which reduces the computational time of the
algorithm and further stored iteration information is also used in the allocation of data-objects.
Now in step 3, we recalculate the new centroids for each cluster using information of the
previous cluster centroid and data-objects.
Next step of algorithm is processed in Phase 2.

Phase 2 : Re-assignment of data-objects
Inputs : n, k, xi , Clusterid , Euclidendis, mj(new)
=New Centroids.
Output: Clusters of data-Objects without empty
cluster.

Begin
1.

For i = 1 to n

2.

Calculate squared Euclidean distance d2 (xi, Cluster-id[i]);

3.
4.

5.
6.

If (d2 (xi, Cluster-id[i] ) <= Euclidendis[i] )
Data-point resides in its cluster;
Else
For j = 1 to k
Compute squared Euclidean distance d2(xi, mj(new) );
End
Find the closest centroid mj(new) to xi;
mj+1 = mj+xi; nj+1 = nj+1;
MSE = MSE + d2(xi, mj);
Cluster-id[i] = number of the closest centroid;
Euclidendis[i] = Euclidean distance to the closest centroids;
End
For j = 1 to k
mj(new) = mj(new) / nj(new);
End
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Working process of phase 2 is same as phase 1. In step 2, calculate new Euclidean distance
between new cluster centroids and current data-objects. In step 3, If the computed new distance
is less than or equal to previous distance to the old cluster centroid, then data-object stays in its
cluster that was assigned to it in previous iteration. There is no requirement to calculate the
distance from rest of the k-1 cluster centroids. In step 4, i.e. If computed distance is larger than
the previous distance to the centroids, because the data- objects may change its cluster, so We
again computes the Euclidean distance between the all K cluster centroids and current dataobject. We again search for closest cluster centroids for each data- objects. Assigns the current
point to the closest cluster and increases the count of data-objects in the newly assigned cluster
by one. The cluster centroid is also treated as a data- object, which avoid, empty cluster problem
because one of the data-objects is still in cluster. MSE updates the means squared error for each
data-object. Cluster-id[i] and Euclidendis[i] is again calculated, which keep the information for
the current cluster assigned to it, and its Euclidendis to it to be used for the next iteration to
reduce the recalculation to assign each point to the closest cluster. This reusable function makes
the algorithm faster than the k-means algorithm.
Our proposed algorithm is similar to efficient k-means algorithm, only difference is that in our
case, the cluster centroid is treated as data-objects of the respective cluster and this can be written
as:
mj(new) ← 1/nj { ∑xi € k j (xi) + mj (old) }

(1)

Due to which, at least one data-object will always be present in each cluster in the form of
Centroids. Under the similar condition, Enhanced Efficient k-means algorithm fails to remove
empty cluster problem but our proposed improved algorithm is able to remove the generation the
empty cluster problem with high precision rate and sustain the complexity i.e. o(nk) and also the
cost of improved k-means algorithm is lesser than the cost of basic k-means i.e. O(nlk).

4.

Result Analysis and Discussion

We showed that our proposed algorithm is capable to solve the empty clusters problem. To
validate our proposal, we took a real bank data set to demonstrate the applicability of our
algorithm, that the improved k-means algorithm removes the existing limitations in efficient kmeans with better quality of data clustering. Bank data set used for experimental work is taken
from Delve [18]. This dataset contains 8192 details of bank employees and clients. Bank
employees and bank clients are categorized on 9 and 33 attributes respectively, like emp-salary,
working experience, residential area, account details, account balance etc. By using our proposed
algorithm, we clustered clients as well as bank employees’ data objects. Some of the client and
employee attributes are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
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Table 1: Bank Client Attributes
Attribute
Name

Description

Age

Numeric

Job

Type of job: admin.,bluecollar,entrepreneur,housemaid,management,retired,selfemployed,services,student,technician,unemployed,unknown

Material
Education

Loan

Marital status: divorced,married,single,unknown
Categorical:basic.4y,basic.6y,'basic.9y,'igh.school,illiterate,p
rofessional.course,university.degree
Category: Yes or No

Contact-no.

Mobile Phone or Telphone

Month

Last contact month of year

day_of_week
Duration
Pdays

Last contact day of the week
Last contact duration, in seconds
Number of days that passed by after the client was last
contacted from a previous campaign

Previous

Number of contacts performed before this campaign and for
this client (numeric)

Poutcome

Outcome of the previous marketing campaign

emp.var.rate

Employment variation rate - quarterly indicator

nr.employed

Number of employees - quarterly indicator

Attributes
Name

Description

Age

Numeric

Salary

Gross salary in rupees

Working
Experience

Total (previous+ current) experience in year

Job-title

Designation: Manager, cashier etc
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Authority

Which area is accessed by him or her.

Contact
Number

Mobile or landline

Working_
mode

Traditional or internet

Education

Categorical:basic.4y,basic.6y,'basic.9y,'igh.school,illiterate,professional.co
urse,university.degree

Office
_location

Where he worked.

Precision and recall is calculated on the basics of clusters quality.
Precision: Number of similar attributes of data-objects over total retrieved attributes of dataobjects.
Recall: number of similar attributes of data-objects over the total number of possible similar
attributes of data objects.
Example: For demonstration of algorithm feasibility, we show it on a subset of very small 2dimensional data set (8 Bank employees with two attributes). Our goal is to groups these objects
into k=3 groups (no empty cluster) based on the two attributes (salary and experience).

Table 3: Employee data set
Employee
Salary

Experience

(Lakh)

(Year)

Emp1

1

4

Emp2

2

6

Emp3

4

7

Emp4

6

8

Emp5

7

10

Emp6

8

12
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Emp7

9

14

Emp8

10

15

Like k-means our approach also uses random values for initial centroids. We chose the initial
clusters and set to the same value (3, 6), as 3 and 6 shows the salary of employee and total
experience of the employee respectively. i.e. m1 =(3,6 ), m2=(3,6 ) and m3=(3,6 ). Following
iteration shown below demonstrate how our improved k-means algorithm classifies the data set
into three clusters C(1), C(2) and C(3) by removing empty clusters and reduce number of
iterations by using Employee data set from Table 3. Centroid distance of emp1 to emp8 dataobjects from the centroids of cluster C1, C2 and C3 is shown in Table 4 to 7.
Iteration 0: Find the data- object centroid distance from Table 3 with initial centroids values of
C1 (3, 6), C2 (3, 6), C3 (3, 6).
Table 4: Object centroid distance matrix 1
Em
p1

Emp
2

Emp
3

Em
4

Emp
5

Emp
6

Emp
7

Emp
8

C1

2.83

1

1.41

3.61

5.66

7.81

10

11.4

C2

2.83

1

1.41

3.61

5.66

7.81

10

11.4

C3

2.83

1

1.41

3.61

5.66

7.81

10

11.4

All data objects that have same distance from each cluster centroids assigned to any one of the
cluster from C1, C2 or C3. In this situation, we assigned C1 cluster for all data-objects. That why
rest of the two clusters C2 & C3 are empty as shown in Table 4. Now, we proceed to next
iteration.
Iteration 1: By considering the Table 4 result, we find new centroids based on new data points
distance and cluster centroids. Centroids of Cluster 2 & 3 shall be unchanged because these are
empty. But for cluster 1, new centroids is = ((1 + 2 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10+3) / (8+1),
(4+6+7+8+10+12+14+15+6)/(8+1))= (5.56, 9.11), then object- centroids distance are:
Table 5: Object centroid distance matrix 2
Emp
1

Emp
2

Emp
3

Em
4

Emp
5

Emp
6

Emp
7

Emp
8

C1

6.85

4.72

2.62

1.19

1.69

3.78
5

5.98

7.38

C2

2.83

1

1.41

-

-

-

-

-
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C3

2.83

1

1.41

-

-

-

-

-

Cluster C1 and C2 contains (emp4, emp5, emp6, emp7, emp8), and (emp1, emp2, emp3)
respectively. In Table 5, C3 has no data-object.
Iteration 2: C3 have same centroid (3, 6), while C1 and C2 centroids have changed, then C1=
(7.59, 11.35) & C2= (2.5, 5.75) and again find object centroids distance [data taken from Table
5].
Table 6: Object centroid distance matrix 3
Emp
1

Emp
2

Emp
3

Em
4

Emp
5

Emp
6

Emp
7

Emp
8

C1

-

-

5.64
4

1.19

1.48

.77

2.99

4.37

C2

2.3

.56

1.95

4.16

-

-

-

-

C3

-

-

1.41

3.61

-

-

-

-

In Table 6, data object arrangement in clusters shall be C1 (emp5, emp6, emp7, emp8), C2
(emp1, emp2) and C3 (emp3, emp4). According to this, none of the cluster is empty but for
finding stability of data objects, we need to compute an extra iteration.
Iteration 3: All three clusters changed its centroids as C1 (8.32,12.47), C2(1.83,5.25) &
C3(4.33,7).
Table 7: Object centroid distance matrix 4
Emp
1

Emp
2

Emp
3

Em
4

Emp
5

Emp
6

Emp
7

Emp
8

C1

-

9.04

-

-

2.8

.568

1.68

3.04

C2

1.5

.77

-

-

-

-

-

-

C3

-

2.53

.33

1.95

-

-

-

-

Table 7 shows the final clustering results. Data objects positions as C1 (emp5, emp6, emp7,
emp8), C2 (emp1, emp2) and C3(emp3,emp4). Consider the iteration 2 and iteration 3, data
objects are in same clusters, and none of the cluster is empty. This is stopping entire of our
proposed improved k-means algorithm.
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The formation of clusters in different iterations using proposed improved k-means as well as
existing efficient k-means[13] algorithm is shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Comparison of Improved K-Means and Efficient K-means algorithm using Employee
data-set
Ite
ra
tio
n
No
.

Clust
ers

m(old
)

Elements
in
clusters(P
roposed
Improved
K- means
algo)

m(new)

Elements
in clusters
(Existing
efficient Kmeans
algo) [13]

C(1)

(3,6)

1,2,3,4,5,6
,7,8

(5.56, 9.11)

1,2,3,4,5,6,
7,8

C(2)

(3,6)

Empty

(3,6)

Empty

C(3)

(3,6)

Empty

(3,6)

Empty

C(1)

(5.5
6,9.
11)

4,5,6,7,8

(7.59,
11.35)

1,2,3,4,5,6,
7,8

C(2)

(3,6)

1,2,3

(2.5, 5.75)

Empty

C(3)

(3,6)

Empty

(3,6)

Empty

C(1)

(7.5
9,11
.35)

5,6,7,8

(8.32,
12.47)

C(2)

(2.5,
5.75
)

1,2

(1.83, 5.25)

NA

C(3)

(3,6)

3,4

(4.33,7)

NA

C(1)

(8.3
2,
12.4
7)

5,6,7,8

(8.47,
12.69)

NA

C(2)

(1.8
3,5.

1,2

(1.61, 5.08)

NA

0

1

2

3
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25)
C(3)

(4.3
3,7)

3,4

(4.78, 7.33)

NA

The above experimental results show that the proposed improved k-means algorithm gives
optimal number of clusters for a dataset without producing empty clusters. After reaching the
convergence criteria, efficient k-means algorithm stopped at the first iteration, and have 2 empty
clusters and for rest of the iteration, this algorithm is not applicable (NA).

Figure 1: Improved k-means based graphical representation
For numerical analysis, simulation and experimental purpose we have used MATLAB-8
simulation environment.
According to proposed improved k-mean algorithm, the partitions become {5, 6, 7, 8}, {1,2} and
{3,4}. That means, cluster C1 contains data objects (emp5,emp6,emp7 and emp 8) , C2 contains
(emp 1 and emp 2) and cluster C3 have (emp 3 and emp 4), none of the cluster is empty as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2: An efficient enhanced K-means clustering algorithm based graphical representation
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But, under the similar initial condition, using existing efficient enhanced k-means [13] produced
two empty clusters (C2 & C3) are produced because all data objects are in one cluster C1(Figure.
2). This case, the improved k-means algorithm is found to produce a good clustering while the
efficient enhanced k-means algorithm fails.

Figure 3: Execution time of efficient enhanced k-means and Improved K-Means
We have also compared the time required for the data-object clustering execution. As shown in
Figure 3, improved k-means took less time for data distribution in clusters as compare to
efficient k-means algorithm.
Analysis of Proposed Algorithm
The complexity of basic k-means algorithm is O(nkl), where n, k and l represents the number of
data-objects, total clusters and number of iteration respectively. After calculating the new
centroids, data-objects are completely redistributed. The whole process increased the
computational time of the algorithm. Our approach reduced computational time of the algorithm
by using previous stored iteration data and requires O(nk) complexity. It holds some data-objects
in the cluster, although some shift from one to other cluster depending on their minimum
Euclidean distance from the new and old centroids. If data-objects are moved from the cluster
than O(k) time is required otherwise O(1) for the algorithm to converges, It requires O(nk/2),
when half of the data-objects are moved from the cluster. In each iteration, data-objects
movement is decreased from one to other cluster. So the total estimated cost is nk∑1/i, where i=0
to l. Even for the large number of iteration,
i=1;
And the value of nk∑l/nk is less than ∑nkl. That means, improved k-means algorithm cost is
approximately O(nk), which is much less than O(nkl). The accuracy and efficiency is shown is
Figure 4 also.
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Figure 4: Accuracy and efficiency of Algorithms

5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we improved the working efficiency of the existing efficient K-Means algorithm.
This algorithm suffered the empty cluster problem and sometimes not able to give the optimal
solution of the problem.
Our proposed algorithm is competent to eliminate these problems. We reduce computational
complexity of the algorithm by reusing previous iteration data in current or next iteration for
clustering the data-objects. In this algorithm, centroids is also treated as an data-object in that
respective cluster, which bestow a help to avoid empty cluster problem and provide an optimal
solution of the problem because all the data-objects are stored in its nearest cluster. From the
result, it can be show that, our proposed improved K-Means Algorithm is the batter than the
existing efficient k-means algorithm. In future, we want to do some work to reduce the space
complexity and random selection of initial centroids. We are also planning to replicate our work
on very large and high dimensional datasets for clustering.
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